This paper presents a new model called the infinite mixture of multivariate Gaussian processes, which can be used to learn vector-valued functions and applied to multitask learning. As an extension of the single multivariate Gaussian process, the mixture model has the advantages of modeling multimodal data and alle viating the computationally cubic complexity of the multivariate Gaussian process. A prior Dirichlet process is adopted to allow the (possibly infinite) number of mixture components to be au tomatically inferred from the training data, and Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling techniques are used for parameter and la tent variable inference. Preliminary experimental results on mul tivariate regression show the feasibility of the proposed model.
Introduction
Gaussian processes provide a principled probabilistic ap proach to pattern recognition and machine learning. Formally, a Gaussian process is a collection of random variables such that any finite number of them obey a joint Gaussian prior distribu tion. As a Bayesian nonparametric model, the Gaussian process model proves to be very powerful for general function learning problems such as regression and classification [1, 2] .
Recently, motivated by the need to learn vector-valued func tions and for multitask learning, research on multivariate or multi-output Gaussian processes has attracted a lot of atten tion. By learning multiple related tasks jointly, the common knowledge underlying different tasks can be shared, and thus a performance gain is likely to be obtained [3] . Representative works on multivariate Gaussian processes include the methods given in [4, 5, 6] .
However, it is well known that Gaussian processes suffer 978-1-4799-0260-6/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE from two important limitations [2, 7] . Firstly, limited by the inherent unimodality of Gaussian distributions, Gaussian pro cesses cannot characterize multimodal data which are prevalent in practice. Secondly, they are computationally infeasible for big data, since inference requires the inversion of an N x Nand N M x N M covariance matrix respectively for a single-variate and multivariate Gaussian process, where N is the number of training examples and M is the output dimensionality.
These two limitations can be greatly alleviated by making use of mixtures of Gaussian processes [8] , where there are mul tiple Gaussian processes to jointly explain the data and one ex ample only belongs to one Gaussian process component. For mixtures of Gaussian processes, the infinite mixtures based on Dirichlet processes [9] are prevailing because they permit the number of components to be inferred directly from the input data and thus bypass the difficult model selection problem on the component number.
For single-variate or single-output Gaussian processes, there were already some variants and implementations for infinite mixtures which brought great success for data modeling and prediction applications [2, 7, 10] . However, no extension of multivariate Gaussian processes to mixture models has been presented yet. Here, we will fill this gap by proposing an in finite mixture model of multivariate Gaussian processes. It should be noted that the implementation of this infinite model is very challenging because the multivariate Gaussian processes are much more complicated than the single-variate Gaussian processes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After pro viding the new infinite mixture model in Section 2, we show how the hidden variable inference and prediction problems are performed in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Then, we report experimental results on multivariate regression in Sec tion 5. Finally, concluding remarks and future work directions are given in Section 6. (1) 0: is the concentration parameter of the Dirichlet process, which controls the prior probability of assigning an example to a new mixture component and thus influences the total num ber of components in the mixture model. A gamma distribu tion Q(o:la o, b o) is used. We use the parameterization for the gamma distribution given in [11] . Given 0: and {zi}i= l ' the distribution of Zn+1 is easy to get with the Chinese restaurant process metaphor [9] .
The distribution over the input space for a mixture compo nent is given by a Gaussian distribution with a full covariance where Rr is the precision (inverse covariance) matrix. This input model is often flexible enough to provide a good perfor mance, though people can consider to adopt mixtures of Gaus sian distributions to model the input space. Parameters ILr and Rr are further specified by a Gaussian distribution prior and a
Wishart distribution prior, respectively
The parameterization for the Wishart distribution is the same as that in [11] .
A Gaussian process prior is placed over the latent functions {!r£}� l for component r in our model. Assuming the Gaus sian processes have zero mean values, we set
where scaling parameter (TrO > 0, Kr is a positive semi-definite matrix that specifies the inter-task similarities, kr(-, · ) is a co variance function over inputs, and (Trl is the noise variance for n is not difficult to calculate the three terms involved in the last two lines of (6). However, the computation of p(Yil{Y j : (5) j cJ i, Zj = Zi}, {Xj : Zj = zd , 8) may be more efficient if some approximation scheme or acceleration method is adopted. In addition, for exploring new experts, we just sample the pa rameters once from the prior, use them for the new expert, and then calculate (6), following [10, 12] . The indicator variable update method is also algorithm 8 from [13] with the auxiliary where Wrd obeys a log-normal distribution N( ln wrdl,u1, rd with mean ,u 1 and variance r1. The whole setup for a single Gaussian process component is in large difference with that in [4] .
Inference
Since exact inference on the distribution p(Z, 8 1 V) is infea sible, in this paper we use Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling techniques to obtain L samples {Zj, 8 j }.f= 1 to approximate the distributionp(Z, 8IV).
In particular, Gibbs sampling is adopted to represent the pos terior of the hidden variables. First of all, we initialize all the variables in {Z, 8} by sampling them from their priors. Then the variables are updated using the following steps. These three steps constitute a Gibbs sampling sweep over all hidden variables, which are repeated until the Markov chain has adequate samples. Note that samples in the bum-in stage should be removed from the Markov chain and are not used for approximating the posterior distribution.
In the following subsections, we provide the specific sam pling method and formulations involved for each update. 
component parameter m = 1. , Vo + Nr ) .
Updating input space component parameters

Updating output space component parameters
Note that Yr = {Yi : 1 ::; i ::; N , Zi = r} and IYr I = Nr. In this subsection, we denote its Nr elements by {yt} f� l which correspond to {xt} f� l .
Define the complete M outputs in the rth GP as
where Y �£ is the observation for the £th output on the jth input. According to the Gaussian process assumption given in (4) , the observation Y r follows a Gaussian distribution 
where 1:>9 denotes the Kronecker product, K;:: is the Nr x Nr covariance matrix between inputs with K;:: (i, j) = kr(x�, xt), Dr is an M x M diagonal matrix with Dr(i, i) = ari, I is an Nr x Nr identity matrix, and therefore the size of � is M Nr x M Nr• The predictive distribution for the interested variable f" on a new input x* which belongs to the rth component is N(K*� -l Yr' K** -K*� -l K* T ), (10) where K(M X M Nr) = aroKr 1:>9 k�* , K** = aroKr. and k�* is a 1 x Nr row vector with the ith element being kr(x* , x�). Hence, the expected output on x* is K*� -l Yr .
Note that the calculation of � -1 is a source for approxima tion to speed up training. However, this problem is easier than the original single GP model since we already reduced the in version from an M N x M N matrix to several M Nr x M Nr matrices.
We use hybrid Monte Carlo [14] to update aro, and the ba sic 
Since the gamma prior is used, it follows that, a c +ao-l exp (-boa)r(a) p(alc, N) IX r(N + a) .
Prediction
(17)
The graphical model for prediction is shown in Figure 2 . Therefore, the prediction for f * is where the expectation involved is simple to calculate since p(f* Iz*, Zi, 8i, x*, D) is a Gaussian distribution, and z* takes values from Zi or is different from Zi with the corresponding parameters sampled from the priors.
The computation of p(z* Ix*, Zi, 8i) is given as follows. 
where the last equality follows from the conditional indepen dence. If z* = r E Zi, then p(z* = rIZi,8i) = a�N with Nir = #{z: z E Zi,Z = r}an dp(x* lz*,8i) = p(x* lILT> Rr). If z* � Zi, then p(z* IZi, 8i) = a::'N and p(x* Iz*, 8i) = J p(x* IlL, R)P(ILIILo, Ro)p(RIWo, vo)d lL dR.
Unfortunately, this integral is not analytically tractable. A Monte Carlo estimate by sampling IL and R from the priors can be used to reach an approximation.
Note that, if z* � Zi, then lE(f* Iz*, Zi, 8i, x*, D) = 0 as a result of zero-mean Gaussian process priors. Otherwise, lE(f* Iz*, Zi, 8i, x*, D) can be calculated using standard Gaus sian process regression formulations. To evaluate the proposed infinite mixture model and the used (18) inference and prediction methods, we perform multivariate re-gression on a synthetic data set. The data set includes 500 ex amples that are generated by ancestral sampling from the infi nite mixture model. The dimensions for the input and output spaces are both set to two. From the whole data, 400 exam ples are randomly selected as training data and the other 100 examples serve as test data.
Experiment
Hyperparameter setting
The hyperparameters for generating data are set as follows: ao = 1, bo = 1, /Lo = 0, Ro = 1/10, Wo = 1/(10D), Vo = D, al = 1, bl = 1, WI = I/M, VI = M, f.l1 = 0, rl = 0.01, a2 = 0.1, and b2 = 1. The same hyperparameters are used for inference except /Lo, Ro and Woo /Lo and Ro are set to the mean /Lx and inverse covariance Rx of the training data, respectively. Wo is set to Rx/ D.
Prediction Performance
By Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling, we obtain 4000 samples where only the last 2000 samples are retained for pre diction. For comparison purpose, the MTLNN approach (mul titask learning neural networks without ensemble learning) [16] is adopted. Table 1 reports the root mean squared error (RMSE) on the test data for our IMMGP model and the MTLNN approach. IMMGP1 only considers the existing Gaussian process com ponents reflected by the samples, while IMMGP2 considers to choose a new component as well. The results indicate that IMMGP outperforms MTLNN and the difference between IM MGP1 and IMMGP2 is very small. In this paper, we have presented a new model called the in finite mixture of multivariate Gaussian processes and applied it to multivariate regression with good performance returned. In teresting future directions include applying this model to large scale data, adapting it to classification problems and devising fast deterministic approximate inference techniques.
